
Slide Density: Less is More
• Use white space (also called negative space) generously
• 20 words or less per slide is ideal

your audience should be listening to you, not reading your slides and/or scribbling down 
every word furiously

• Avoid bullet points where possible
• Stick to key points

Creating a Theme
Be cohesive but not redundant - and avoid the default templates! 
They promote bullet point syndrome, often discourage the use 
of graphics, and every slide tend to look the same. 

• Start with a blank or title only slide
• Choose a color scheme of 3-5 colors

background, text, & standout color to highlight things
black or white backgrounds provide the best legibilty

• Vary your slide design
consider 3 types: title, transition, & content styles

Fonts and Typography
• No more than 3 fonts! (title, body, & optional accent)
• When in doubt, stay in the same family (ie: Franklin Gothic Heavy for 
  title text, Franklin Gothic Medium for body text)
• Keep your font choices clean, simple, and legible - there’s nothing 
wrong with sticking to the default font option.

Interest can be created by varying size, color, and placement as well as 
utilizing bold and italic effects.

Make use of the “Arrange” options located in the PowerPoint Home ribbon if you need help aligning 
text boxes/objects to each other or to the slide.

Slide Design Tips & Resources
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Color Scheme Assistance
kuler.adobe.com
colorhunter.com
colorschemedesigner.com
design-seeds.com

Embedding Fonts
If using special fonts, 
make sure to embed 
your fonts into your 
file before transferring 
to another computer.

> Save As
> Tools
> Save Options
> Check “Embed fonts 
   in the file”
> OK

If you show them
everything

they won’t remember 
anything.
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Standout from content slides.
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Using Images
Finding high quality images with solid backgrounds can create a dynamic, seamless look to your slides.

Don’t have access 
to Photoshop?
Try out a free image 
editing program...
GIMP 
Paint.NET
Photoscape
IrfanView

Image Resources
Free
sxc.hu
morguefile.com
everystockphoto.com
flickr.com/creativecommons
commons.wikimedia.org
 
Pay Per Photo
istockphoto.com
dreamstime.com
pond5.com
us.fotolia.com (freebies too!)

default layout subtle but high impact changes

Changes:
• title removed
(author name now at bottom)
• bullet points removed
• text arranged to show significance
• highlight color emphasizes
important word
• new image found

Using an image as 
a slide background 
can add interest to 
your slide. Place text 
on solid or less busy 
areas to increase 
legibility.

VS

Shapes used as transparent 
overlays can make text on busy 
backgrounds more legible.

Image Transparency in PowerPoint is a somewhat convoluted process. 
Instead of importing an image and then making it transparent, you

must first create a shape, fill that shape with an image, then make the shape transparent. (Essentially 
follow the list of steps in the grey box above.) The problem is that the shape will not resize to accomodate 
the image, so it may look stretched.

To avoid awkward image stretching you can use an imported copy of the image as a sort of template for 
accurately sizing the transparent version OR you can use an outside image editing program (Photoshop) 
to create transparency before importing the image as normal.

 > Create shape (Insert > shape)
  > Right-click the shape
  > “Format shape”
  > “Fill” tab
  > Adjust transparency slider          
     (30-50% recommended)

Lowering the brightness of an image 
(right-click > “Format Picture” > lower 
“Brightness” slider) or using transparent 
images as a background will also work to 
increase text legibility on busy images.


